


axes <1SA13 -21> Yet they had a file for the mattocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks, and for the {axes}, 
and to sharpen the goads. axes <2SA12 -31> And he brought forth the people that [were] therein, and put [them] 
under saws, and under harrows of iron, and under {axes} of iron, and made them pass through the brickkiln: and 
thus did he unto all the cities of the children of Ammon. S o David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem. 
axes <1CH20 -3> And he brought out the people that [were] in it, and cut [them] with saws, and with harrows of 
iron, and with {axes}. Even so dealt David with all the cities of the children of Ammon. And David and all the 
people returned to Jerusalem. axes A man] was famous according as he had lifted up {axes} upon the thick trees. 
axes But now they break down the carved work thereof at once with {axes} and hammers. axes The voice thereof 
shall go like a serpent; for they shall march with an army, and come against her with {axes}, as hewers of wood. 
axes And he shall set engines of war against thy walls, and with his {axes} he shall break down thy towers.
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
axes 1Ch_20_03 And he brought (03318 +yatsa) ) out the people (05971 +(am ) that [ were ] in it , and cut 
(07787 +suwr ) [ them ] with saws (04050 +m@gerah ) , and with harrows (02757 +chariyts ) of iron (01270 
+barzel ) , and with {axes} (04050 +m@gerah ) . Even so (03651 +ken ) dealt (06213 +(asah ) David (01732 
+David ) with all (03605 +kol ) the cities (05892 +(iyr ) of the children (01121 +ben ) of Ammon (05983 
+(Ammown ) . And David (01732 +David ) and all (03605 +kol ) the people (05971 +(am ) returned (07725 
+shuwb ) to Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) . 

axes 1Sa_13_21 Yet they had a file (06477 +p@tsiyrah ) for the mattocks (04281 +machareshah ) , and for 
the coulters (00855 +)eth ) , and for the forks , and for the {axes} (07134 +qardom ) , and to sharpen (05324 
+natsab ) the goads (01861 +dorbown ) . 

axes 2Sa_12_31 And he brought (03318 +yatsa) ) forth (03318 +yatsa) ) the people (05971 +(am ) that [ were
] therein , and put (07760 +suwm ) [ them ] under saws (04050 +m@gerah ) , and under harrows (02757 
+chariyts ) of iron (01270 +barzel ) , and under {axes} (04037 +magzerah ) of iron (01270 +barzel ) , and 
made them pass (05674 +(abar ) through the brickkiln (04404 +malben ):and thus (03651 +ken ) did (06213 
+(asah ) he unto all (03605 +kol ) the cities (05892 +(iyr ) of the children (01121 +ben ) of Ammon (05983 
+(Ammown ) . So David (01732 +David ) and all (03605 +kol ) the people (05971 +(am ) returned (07725 
+shuwb ) unto Jerusalem (03389 +Y@ruwshalaim ) . 

axes Eze_26_09 And he shall set (05414 +nathan ) engines (04239 +m@chiy ) of war (06904 +qobel ) against
thy walls (02346 +chowmah ) , and with his {axes} (02719 +chereb ) he shall break (05422 +nathats ) down 
(05422 +nathats ) thy towers (04026 +migdal ) . 

axes Jer_46_22 The voice (06963 +qowl ) thereof shall go (03212 +yalak ) like a serpent (05175 +nachash ) ; 
for they shall march (03212 +yalak ) with an army (02428 +chayil ) , and come (00935 +bow) ) against her 
with {axes} (07134 +qardom ) , as hewers (02404 +chatab ) of wood (06086 +(ets ) . 

http://ebiblesoftware.com


axes Psa_74_05 [ A man ] was famous (03045 +yada( ) according as he had lifted (00935 +bow) ) up {axes} 
(07134 +qardom ) upon the thick (05441 +cobek ) trees (06086 +(ets ) . 

axes Psa_74_06 But now (06258 +(attah ) they break (01986 +halam ) down the carved (06603 +pittuwach ) 
work (06603 +pittuwach ) thereof at (03162 +yachad ) once with {axes} (03781 +kashshiyl ) and hammers 
(03597 +keylaph ) . 

taxes Dan_11_20 Then shall stand (05975 +(amad ) up in his estate (03653 +ken ) a raiser (05674 +(abar ) of
{taxes} (05065 +nagas ) [ in ] the glory (01925 +heder ) of the kingdom (04438 +malkuwth ):but within few 
(00259 +)echad ) days (03117 +yowm ) he shall be destroyed (07665 +shabar ) , neither (03808 +lo) ) in 
anger (00639 +)aph ) , nor (03808 +lo) ) in battle (04421 +milchamah ) . 
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KJV Bible Word Studies for AXES

KJV Bible Word Studies for TAXES



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

taxes 5065 ## nagas {naw-gas'}; a primitive root; to drive (an animal, a workman, a debtor, an army); by 
implication, to tax, harass, tyrannize: -- distress, driver, exact(-or), oppress(-or), X raiser of {taxes}, 
taskmaster. 

taxes 5674 ## `abar {aw-bar'}; a primitive root; to cross over; used very widely of any transition (literal or 
figurative; transitive, intransitive, intensive, causative); specifically, to cover (in copulation): -- alienate, 
alter, X at all, beyond, bring (over, through), carry over, (over-)come (on, over), conduct (over), convey 
over, current, deliver, do away, enter, escape, fail, gender, get over, (make) go (away, beyond, by, forth, his 
way, in, on, over, through), have away (more), lay, meddle, overrun, make partition, (cause to, give, make 
to, over) pass(-age, along, away, beyond, by, -enger, on, out, over, through), (cause to, make) + 
proclaim(-amation), perish, provoke to anger, put away, rage, + raiser of {taxes}, remove, send over, set 
apart, + shave, cause to (make) sound, X speedily, X sweet smelling, take (away), (make to) transgress(-or), 
translate, turn away, [way-]faring man, be wra th. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

taxes 05065 ## nagas {naw-gas'} ; a primitive root ; to drive (an animal , a workman , a debtor , an army) ; 
by implication , to tax , harass , tyrannize : -- distress , driver , exact (- or) , oppress (- or) , X raiser of 
{taxes} , taskmaster . 

taxes 05674 ## ` abar {aw-bar'} ; a primitive root ; to cross over ; used very widely of any transition (literal 
or figurative ; transitive , intransitive , intensive , causative) ; specifically , to cover (in copulation) : -- 
alienate , alter , X at all , beyond , bring (over , through) , carry over , (over-) come (on , over) , conduct 
(over) , convey over , current , deliver , do away , enter , escape , fail , gender , get over , (make) go (away , 
beyond , by , forth , his way , in , on , over , through) , have away (more) , lay , meddle , overrun , make 
partition , (cause to , give , make to , over) pass (- age , along , away , beyond , by ,-enger , on , out , over , 
through) , (cause to , make) + proclaim (- amation) , perish , provoke to anger , put away , rage , + raiser of 
{taxes} , remove , send over , set apart , + shave , cause to (make) sound , X speedily , X sweet smelling , 
take (away) , (make to) transgress (- or) , translate , turn away , [way-] faring man , be wrath . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

taxes 5065 -- nagas -- distress, driver, exact(-or), oppress(-or), X raiser of{taxes}, taskmaster.

taxes 5674 -- \abar -- alienate, alter, X at all, beyond, bring (over, through),carry over, (over-)come (on, 
over), conduct (over), convey over, current,deliver, do away, enter, escape, fail, gender, get over, (make) go 
(away,beyond, by, forth, his way, in, on, over, through), have away (more), lay,meddle, overrun, make 
partition, (cause to, give, make to, over) pass(-age,along, away, beyond, by, -enger, on, out, over, through), 
(cause to, make)+ proclaim(-amation), perish, provoke to anger, put away, rage, + raiser of{taxes}, remove, 
send over, set apart, + shave, cause to (make) sound, Xspeedily, X sweet smelling, take (away), (make to) 
transgress(-or),translate, turn away, [way-]faring man, be wrath.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- axes , 2719 , 3781 , 4037 , 4050 , 7134 ,

- taxes , 5065 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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axes , 1SA_13_21,

axes , 2SA_12_31,

axes , 1CH_20_03 ,

axes , PSA_74_05 , PSA_74_06 ,

axes , JER_46_22,

axes , EZE_26_09 ,

taxes , DAN_11_20,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

axes 1Ch_20_03 # And he brought out the people that [were] in it, and cut [them] with saws, and with 
harrows of iron, and with axes. Even so dealt David with all the cities of the children of Ammon. And David
and all the people returned to Jerusalem.

axes 1Sa_13_21 # Yet they had a file for the mattocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks, and for the 
axes, and to sharpen the goads.

axes 2Sa_12_31 # And he brought forth the people that [were] therein, and put [them] under saws, and 
under harrows of iron, and under axes of iron, and made them pass through the brickkiln: and thus did he 
unto all the cities of the children of Ammon. So David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem.

axes Eze_26_09 # And he shall set engines of war against thy walls, and with his axes he shall break down 
thy towers.

axes Jer_46_22 # The voice thereof shall go like a serpent; for they shall march with an army, and come 
against her with axes, as hewers of wood.

axes Psa_74_05 # [A man] was famous according as he had lifted up axes upon the thick trees.

axes Psa_74_06 # But now they break down the carved work thereof at once with axes and hammers.

taxes Dan_11_20 # Then shall stand up in his estate a raiser of taxes [in] the glory of the kingdom: but 
within few days he shall be destroyed, neither in anger, nor in battle.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

axes and hammers Psa_74_06 # But now they break down the carved work thereof at once with axes and 
hammers.

axes and to 1Sa_13_21 # Yet they had a file for the mattocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks, and for
the axes, and to sharpen the goads.

axes as hewers Jer_46_22 # The voice thereof shall go like a serpent; for they shall march with an army, 
and come against her with axes, as hewers of wood.

axes Even so 1Ch_20_03 # And he brought out the people that [were] in it, and cut [them] with saws, and 
with harrows of iron, and with axes. Even so dealt David with all the cities of the children of Ammon. And 
David and all the people returned to Jerusalem.

axes he shall Eze_26_09 # And he shall set engines of war against thy walls, and with his axes he shall break
down thy towers.

axes of iron 2Sa_12_31 # And he brought forth the people that [were] therein, and put [them] under saws, 
and under harrows of iron, and under axes of iron, and made them pass through the brickkiln: and thus 
did he unto all the cities of the children of Ammon. So David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem.

axes upon the Psa_74_05 # [A man] was famous according as he had lifted up axes upon the thick trees.

taxes in the Dan_11_20 # Then shall stand up in his estate a raiser of taxes [in] the glory of the kingdom: 
but within few days he shall be destroyed, neither in anger, nor in battle.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

axes ^ Psa_74_06 / axes /^and hammers. 

axes ^ 1Sa_13_21 / axes /^and to sharpen the goads. 

axes ^ Jer_46_22 / axes /^as hewers of wood. 

axes ^ 1Ch_20_03 / axes /^Even so dealt David with all the cities of the children of Ammon. And David and 
all the people returned to Jerusalem. 

axes ^ Eze_26_09 / axes /^he shall break down thy towers. 

axes ^ 2Sa_12_31 / axes /^of iron, and made them pass through the brickkiln: and thus did he unto all the 
cities of the children of Ammon. So David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem. 

axes ^ Psa_74_05 / axes /^upon the thick trees. 

taxes ^ Dan_11_20 / taxes /^in] the glory of the kingdom: but within few days he shall be destroyed, neither 
in anger, nor in battle. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

axes 1Ch_20_03 And he brought out the people that [were] in it, and cut [them] with saws, and with 
harrows of iron, and with {axes}. Even so dealt David with all the cities of the children of Ammon. And 
David and all the people returned to Jerusalem. 

axes 1Sa_13_21 Yet they had a file for the mattocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks, and for the 
{axes}, and to sharpen the goads. 

axes 2Sa_12_31 And he brought forth the people that [were] therein, and put [them] under saws, and under
harrows of iron, and under {axes} of iron, and made them pass through the brickkiln: and thus did he unto 
all the cities of the children of Ammon. So David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem. 

axes Eze_26_09 And he shall set engines of war against thy walls, and with his {axes} he shall break down 
thy towers. 

axes Jer_46_22 The voice thereof shall go like a serpent; for they shall march with an army, and come 
against her with {axes}, as hewers of wood. 

axes Psa_74_05 [A man] was famous according as he had lifted up {axes} upon the thick trees. 

axes Psa_74_06 But now they break down the carved work thereof at once with {axes} and hammers. 

taxes Dan_11_20 Then shall stand up in his estate a raiser of {taxes} [in] the glory of the kingdom: but 
within few days he shall be destroyed, neither in anger, nor in battle. 



axes <1SA13 -21> Yet they had a file for the mattocks, and for the coulters, and for the forks, and for the {axes}, 
and to sharpen the goads. axes <2SA12 -31> And he brought forth the people that [were] therein, and put [them] 
under saws, and under harrows of iron, and under {axes} of iron, and made them pass through the brickkiln: and 
thus did he unto all the cities of the children of Ammon. S o David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem. 
axes <1CH20 -3> And he brought out the people that [were] in it, and cut [them] with saws, and with harrows of 
iron, and with {axes}. Even so dealt David with all the cities of the children of Ammon. And David and all the 
people returned to Jerusalem. axes A man] was famous according as he had lifted up {axes} upon the thick trees. 
axes But now they break down the carved work thereof at once with {axes} and hammers. axes The voice thereof 
shall go like a serpent; for they shall march with an army, and come against her with {axes}, as hewers of wood. 
axes And he shall set engines of war against thy walls, and with his {axes} he shall break down thy towers. axes , 
Concordance Study axes , 1CH , 20:3 axes , 1SA , 13:21 axes , 2SA , 12:31 axes , EZE , 26:9 axes , JER , 46:22 
axes , PS , 74:5 , PS , 74:6 axes Interlinear Index Study axes 1SA 013 021 Yet they had a file <06477 +p@tsiyrah 
> for the mattocks <04281 +machareshah > , and for the coulters <00855 +>eth > , and for the forks , and for the 
{axes} <07134 +qardom > , and to sharpen <05324 +natsab > the goads <01861 +dorbown > . axes 2SA 012 031 
And he brought <03318 +yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > the people <05971 + that [ were ] therein , and put 
<07760 +suwm > [ them ] under saws <04050 +m@gerah > , and under harrows <02757 +chariyts > of iron 
<01270 +barzel > , and under {axes} <04037 +magzerah > of iron <01270 +barzel > , and made them pass 
<05674 + through the brickkiln <04404 +malben > : and thus <03651 +ken > did <06213 + he unto all <03605 
+kol > the cities <05892 + of the children <01121 +ben > of Ammon <05983 + . So David <01732 +David > and 
all <03605 +kol > the people <05971 + returned <07725 +shuwb > unto Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > . 
axes 1CH 020 003 And he brought <03318 +yatsa> > out the people <05971 + that [ were ] in it , and cut <07787 
+suwr > [ them ] with saws <04050 +m@gerah > , and with harrows <02757 +chariyts > of iron <01270 +barzel 
> , and with {axes} <04050 +m@gerah > . Even so <03651 +ken > dealt <06213 + David <01732 +David > with 
all <03605 +kol > the cities <05892 + of the children <01121 +ben > of Ammon <05983 + . And David <01732 
+David > and all <03605 +kol > the people <05971 + returned <07725 +shuwb > to Jerusalem <03389 
+Y@ruwshalaim > . axes PSA 074 005 [ A man ] was famous <03045 +yada< > according as he had lifted 
<00935 +bow> > up {axes} <07134 +qardom > upon the thick <05441 +cobek > trees <06086 + . axes PSA 074 
006 But now <06258 + they break <01986 +halam > down the carved <06603 +pittuwach > work <06603 
+pittuwach > thereof at <03162 +yachad > once with {axes} <03781 +kashshiyl > and hammers <03597 +keylaph
> . axes JER 046 022 The voice <06963 +qowl > thereof shall go <03212 +yalak > like a serpent <05175 
+nachash > ; for they shall march <03212 +yalak > with an army <02428 +chayil > , and come <00935 +bow> > 
against her with {axes} <07134 +qardom > , as hewers <02404 +chatab > of wood <06086 + . axes EZE 026 009 
And he shall set <05414 +nathan > engines <04239 +m@chiy > of war <06904 +qobel > against thy walls 
<02346 +chowmah > , and with his {axes} <02719 +chereb > he shall break <05422 +nathats > down <05422 
+nathats > thy towers <04026 +migdal > . was famous according as he had lifted up axes upon with axes <1CH20 
-:3 > with his axes he shall break down thy towers - axes , 2719 , 3781 , 4037 , 4050 , 7134 , - taxes , 5065 , axes -
2719 {axes} , dagger , knife , knives , sword , swords , tool , axes -3781 {axes} , axes -4037 {axes} , axes -4050 
{axes} , saws , axes -7134 ax , {axes} , taxes -5065 distressed , driver , exact , exacted , exactors , oppressed , 
oppressor , oppressors , taskmasters , {taxes} , taxes 5065 -- nagas -- distress, driver, exact(-or), oppress(- or), X 
raiser of{taxes}, taskmaster. taxes 5674 -- \abar -- alienate, alter, X at all, beyond, bring (over, through),carry 
over, (over-)come (on, over), conduct (over), convey over, current,deliver, do away, enter, escape, fail, gender, get
over, (make) go (away,beyond, by, forth, his way, in, on, over, through), have away (more), lay,meddle, overrun, 
make partition, (cause to, give, make to, over) pass(- age,along, away, beyond, by, -enger, on, out, over, through), 
(cause to, make)+ proclaim(-amation), perish, provoke to anger, put away, rage, + raiser of{taxes}, remove, send 
over, set apart, + shave, cause to (make) sound, Xspeedily, X sweet smelling, take (away), (make to) 
transgress(-or),translate, turn away, [way-]faring man, be wrath. taxes 5065 ## nagas {naw-gas'}; a primitive root;
to drive (an animal, a workman, a debtor, an army); by implication, to tax, harass, tyrannize: -- distress, driver, 
exact(-or), oppress(-or), X raiser of {taxes}, taskmaster.[ql taxes 5674 ##



axes , Concordance Study axes , 1CH , 20:3 axes , 1SA , 13:21 axes , 2SA , 12:31 axes , EZE , 26:9 axes , JER , 
46:22 axes , PS , 74:5 , PS , 74:6









axes -2719 {axes} , dagger , knife , knives , sword , swords , tool , axes -3781 {axes} , axes -4037 {axes} , axes -
4050 {axes} , saws , axes -7134 ax , {axes} , taxes -5065 distressed , driver , exact , exacted , exactors , oppressed 
, oppressor , oppressors , taskmasters , {taxes} ,



taxes 5065 -- nagas -- distress, driver, exact(-or), oppress(- or), X raiser of{taxes}, taskmaster. taxes 5674 -- \abar 
-- alienate, alter, X at all, beyond, bring (over, through),carry over, (over-)come (on, over), conduct (over), convey
over, current,deliver, do away, enter, escape, fail, gender, get over, (make) go (away,beyond, by, forth, his way, 
in, on, over, through), have away (more), lay,meddle, overrun, make partition, (cause to, give, make to, over) 
pass(- age,along, away, beyond, by, -enger, on, out, over, through), (cause to, make)+ proclaim(-amation), perish, 
provoke to anger, put away, rage, + raiser of{taxes}, remove, send over, set apart, + shave, cause to (make) sound,
Xspeedily, X sweet smelling, take (away), (make to) transgress(-or),translate, turn away, [way-]faring man, be 
wrath.







taxes 5065 ## nagas {naw-gas'}; a primitive root; to drive (an animal, a workman, a debtor, an army); by 
implication, to tax, harass, tyrannize: -- distress, driver, exact(-or), oppress(-or), X raiser of {taxes}, taskmaster.[ql
taxes 5674 ##
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axes Interlinear Index Study axes 1SA 013 021 Yet they had a file <06477 +p@tsiyrah > for the mattocks <04281 
+machareshah > , and for the coulters <00855 +>eth > , and for the forks , and for the {axes} <07134 +qardom > ,
and to sharpen <05324 +natsab > the goads <01861 +dorbown > . axes 2SA 012 031 And he brought <03318 
+yatsa> > forth <03318 +yatsa> > the people <05971 + that [ were ] therein , and put <07760 +suwm > [ them ] 
under saws <04050 +m@gerah > , and under harrows <02757 +chariyts > of iron <01270 +barzel > , and under 
{axes} <04037 +magzerah > of iron <01270 +barzel > , and made them pass <05674 + through the brickkiln 
<04404 +malben > : and thus <03651 +ken > did <06213 + he unto all <03605 +kol > the cities <05892 + of the 
children <01121 +ben > of Ammon <05983 + . So David <01732 +David > and all <03605 +kol > the people 
<05971 + returned <07725 +shuwb > unto Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > . axes 1CH 020 003 And he 
brought <03318 +yatsa> > out the people <05971 + that [ were ] in it , and cut <07787 +suwr > [ them ] with saws
<04050 +m@gerah > , and with harrows <02757 +chariyts > of iron <01270 +barzel > , and with {axes} <04050 
+m@gerah > . Even so <03651 +ken > dealt <06213 + David <01732 +David > with all <03605 +kol > the cities 
<05892 + of the children <01121 +ben > of Ammon <05983 + . And David <01732 +David > and all <03605 
+kol > the people <05971 + returned <07725 +shuwb > to Jerusalem <03389 +Y@ruwshalaim > . axes PSA 074 
005 [ A man ] was famous <03045 +yada< > according as he had lifted <00935 +bow> > up {axes} <07134 
+qardom > upon the thick <05441 +cobek > trees <06086 + . axes PSA 074 006 But now <06258 + they break 
<01986 +halam > down the carved <06603 +pittuwach > work <06603 +pittuwach > thereof at <03162 +yachad >
once with {axes} <03781 +kashshiyl > and hammers <03597 +keylaph > . axes JER 046 022 The voice <06963 
+qowl > thereof shall go <03212 +yalak > like a serpent <05175 +nachash > ; for they shall march <03212 +yalak
> with an army <02428 +chayil > , and come <00935 +bow> > against her with {axes} <07134 +qardom > , as 
hewers <02404 +chatab > of wood <06086 + . axes EZE 026 009 And he shall set <05414 +nathan > engines 
<04239 +m@chiy > of war <06904 +qobel > against thy walls <02346 +chowmah > , and with his {axes} <02719
+chereb > he shall break <05422 +nathats > down <05422 +nathats > thy towers <04026 +migdal > .



was famous according as he had lifted up axes upon with axes <1CH20 -:3 > with his axes he shall break down 
thy towers 



axes Psa_74_06 /^{axes /and hammers . axes 1Sa_13_21 /^{axes /and to sharpen the goads . axes Jer_46_22 
/^{axes /as hewers of wood . axes 1Ch_20_03 /^{axes /Even so dealt David with all the cities of the children of 
Ammon . And David and all the people returned to Jerusalem . axes Eze_26_09 /^{axes /he shall break down thy 
towers . axes 2Sa_12_31 /^{axes /of iron , and made them pass through the brickkiln : and thus did he unto all the 
cities of the children of Ammon . So David and all the people returned unto Jerusalem . axes Psa_74_05 /^{axes 
/upon the thick trees . taxes Dan_11_20 /^{taxes /in the glory of the kingdom : but within few days he shall be 
destroyed , neither in anger , nor in battle .



taxes 1 -
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